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 NEWS FROM A FIELD; 
 BOERSON FARM AND BEYOND 

THIS WEEK’S HARVEST 
 

! Arugula 
! Brussels Sprouts 
! Carrots 
! Cauliflower 
! Cilantro 
! Delicata Squash 
! Garlic 
! Leeks 
! Honeynut Squash 
! Onions 
! Russet Potatoes 

Of Note: 
• If you get a box every other 

week, this is your last box of 
the season.  If you get a box 
every week, you have 1 more 
box after today (last one will 
be November 2nd). 

 # 199 
The harvest crew in the pack shed is assembling boxes for the 199th time today!  That number does not seem that 
large, but accounts for 8 years of weekly CSA shares.  If I may say, what a trip it has been so far!  So much has changed 
since those first boxes rolled down the driveway in our old, rusty pick-up truck.  We have done a lot of growing up as 
farmers, parents, and people since then and we have learned volumes about this great dance we call agriculture.  Many 
hard lessons come to mind, but the greatest lesson of all is that Mother Nature is an abundant and forgiving partner, 
when given the chance.   
Changes are always underway.  The Chevy LUV truck has retired from delivery duty, new and different families share 
meals from the farm, and we continue to hone our skills as growers, but something that has not changed since day one 
is the importance of Community Supported Agriculture to the farm.  Admittedly, sometimes we lose sight of the 
fundamental value that your support brings to the farm.  We are still a young business that is working to find our way 
financially and that pressure can relegate relationships to digits and decimals.  The intensity of farm work can keep our 
noses in the dirt, and our minds cluttered with all of the lists of tasks to be done.  As we approach the end of the main 
growing season, however, we are coming back to the surface like big whales to take a breath.  What we see when we 
look up from the rows of vegetables are not profits and losses, but the people and place that makes this work worth 
much more than any amount of money.  That is to say, when we depend on each other, when we can meet some of 
each other’s basic needs, we have relationships that surpass economic importance.  We share in some of the best of 
what humanity is all about.  Thank you for your support and for being a part of our community.   
We look forward to the next 199 CSA days, but we’re going to make a few changes based on what we have learned so 
far.  Stay tuned as our plans take shape, but be sure that you are an integral part.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cauliflower: is a bunched mass of flower 
stems, referred to as the curd.  Cauliflower is 
typically white, but there are green and 
purple varieties as well.  If present, the 
leaves are the best indicator of a 
cauliflower's freshness.  Look for bright fresh 
leaves, and heads with tight, brightly colored 
curd.  There should be no brown spots; 
these are signs of age, as is a coarse-
textured curd.  Wash the cauliflower well.  
Trim away any damaged leaves, but leave 
the nice ones, as they are actually quite 
tasty.  Try making yourself some Roasted 
Sliced Cauliflower.  To prepare, trim and 
wash cauliflower and cut across the whole 
head into 1/4-inch-thick slices.  Lay out the 
slices in a single layer on a baking sheet, 
brush with oil, and season with salt and 
pepper.  Roast in a 400-degree oven until 
tender and starting to brown, about 20 
minutes.  Sprinkle the slices with chopped 
fresh herbs or crushed whole spices, for 
variety. (From Alice Water's The Art of 
Simple Food) 

Roasted Brussels Sprouts with Leeks, Farm Fresh and Fast 
Most people who dislike Brussels sprouts have never eaten them 
roasted.  Time spent in the oven creates pleasantly charred, 
crisp-tender leaves that are balanced by the natural sweetness of 
squash.         
 
Serves 4 
 
2 cups Brussels sprouts 
1 med-large Delicata squash, cut in half, seeded, and sliced into 
 1" half moons 
2 Tbsp olive or canola oil 
Salt and freshly ground black pepper to taste 
 
Preheat oven to 400 degrees.  Toss the Brussels sprouts and 
squash half moon slices in the oil.  Spread in a single layer in a 
roasting pan or on a cookie sheet and sprinkle with large flake 
salt (like Maldon if you have it) and pepper.   
 
Roast until the sprouts are speckled brown and tender, about 30 
minutes, shaking the pan half way through the cooking time.  
Verify that the veggies can easily be pierced with a fork, then 
remove from the oven, cool slightly and serve. 

Brussels Sprouts:  cut tough ends 
off the sprouts and remove loose 
outer leaves.  Make a little cross in 
the end.  This will help the sprouts 
cook more evenly.  Steam for 5 to 
10 minutes until just tender - do not 
overcook!  Transfer to a heated 
serving dish and top with a pat of 
butter.  An alternative method is to 
cut the sprouts lengthwise into 
quarters (or just half for smaller 
sprouts), steam them about 1 
minute and then sauté in a mixture 
of butter and olive oil.  Sprouts can 
be grated or thinly sliced and 
added to marinated salads, or 
roasted (see recipe).  Store in a 
plastic bag for up to 3 weeks.  Trim 
off yellow outer leaves as necessary. 

Garlic:  Garlic not only adds flavor and spice, but it boosts the 
immune system in a major way.  This time of year, there are lots 
of viruses hanging around, which means that we need to take 
action to boost our immune systems.  Our bodies are exposed to 
more viruses and bacteria in the winter so we need to 
supplement with foods that strengthen our defenses.  Raw garlic 
and raw honey are two foods that do just that.  At the farm, we 
like to combine these forces into Garlic Honey, which in my 
opinion is one of the best tasting medicines that there is!   
 
To prepare Garlic Honey, simply mash or mince 1-2 large cloves 
of garlic into a small bowl.  Let stand for 10 minutes.  For every 
large clove, add 1 Tbsp of raw honey.  Incorporate and eat 
throughout the day in small spoonfuls.  Enjoy the tasty benefits: 
Garlic like you've never tried it before! 
 



 

 
 
 

Stir Fried Sesame Cauliflower, River Cottage Veg 
 

Cauliflower takes strong seasonings exceptionally 
well, and this easy stir-fry- flavored with child's, garlic 
and ginger - is a good example.  This is a great side 
dish, but you can also serve it with rice or noodles as 
a supper in itself. 
 

Serves 2-4 
 

1 medium cauliflower 
2 Tbsp sesame seeds 
2 Tbsp sunflower oil 
1 onion, halved and thinly sliced 
2 garlic cloves, sliced 
1 or 2 green chiles, seeded and thinly sliced (or 1 tsp 
red pepper flakes) 
2 tsp freshly grated ginger 
1 tsp toasted sesame oil 
2 tsp soy sauce, plus extra to serve 
A small handful cilantro, chopped, plus sprigs to 
garnish 
 
Break the cauliflower into small, neat florets.  Place in 
a bowl of cold water and leave to soak for 10 
minutes.    
In a dry small frying pan, toast the sesame seeds for 
a minute or two until toasted and fragrant.  Tip onto 
a plate and set aside. 
Heat the sunflower oil in a large frying pan or wok 
over medium heat and add the onion.  Sauté until 
pale golden then add the garlic, chiles, and ginger 
and fry, stirring for a minute. 
Drain the cauliflower.  Raise the heat under the frying 
pan, then tip in the cauliflower and 1/2 cup of water.  
Cook, stirring, for 5 to 10 minutes until the florets are 
browning around the edges, adding a splash more 
water if they start to stick.  Stir in the same seeds, 
sesame oil, soy sauce, and chopped cilantro. 
Serve scattered with cilantro sprigs, and with soy 
sauce for people to add as they choose.  
 

Leek and Potato Soup, Alice Waters 
Makes 2 Quarts:  4 - 6 servings 
Trim off the root end and the tough upper 
greens from: 
2 lbs leeks 
Cut the trimmed leeks in half lengthwise 
and slice thin.  Rinse in a bowl of cold 
water.  Lift the leeks out of the water to 
drain.   
Melt over medium heat in a heavy-
bottomed pot: 
 3 Tbsp butter 
Add the leeks along with: 
2 thyme sprigs 
1 bay leaf 
Salt 
Cook until soft, about 10 minutes, then 
add: 
6 cups vegetable stock 
Bring to a boil and turn down to a simmer.  
Cook until the vegetables are tender, but 
not falling apart, about 30 minutes.  When 
done, stir in: 
1/2 cup crème fresh or heavy cream 
Do not boil once the cream is added.  
Check the seasoning and adjust to taste.  
Remove the bay leaf and thyme before 
serving. 
 
VARIATIONS 
Garnish with fresh-ground black pepper 
and some chopped chives. 
Use a beef or poultry stock instead of 
vegetable, or, for a lighter soup use water 
instead of stock 
Remove the bay leaf and the herb sprigs 
and purée the soup before stirring in the 
cream. 
 


